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25 years ago antoine De Macedo 
started his luxury watches business 
– an industry that is particularly 
vulnerable to robbery and burglary. 
Over the past decades Gunnebo 
has delivered security and is well-
established as a supplier on the 
French market. 

W hen looking for a security 
partner, it was logical to 
turn to gunnebo. the ap-

pealing design of the products as well 
as the high standards of quality played 
a role in the decision-making process.

gunnebo is well-known within the 
jewellery and luxury watches industry, 
mainly as a manufacturer of safes 
but, due to increasing security needs, 
now also as a provider of complete 
security solutions.

 “we have a lot of pressure from 
insurance companies to be well 
equipped when it comes to security,” 
says antoine De Macedo, owner of 
the eponymous company selling 
vintage and new luxury watches and 
clocks in paris, France.

“the interlocking door, an entrance 
security solution made mandatory by 
insurance, is essential for us. it man-
ages access and controls the flow of 
people. our profession is at risk, par-

ticularly for armed robberies, there-
fore it is very important to choose or 
‘filter’ the people who come into our 
stores,” says antoine. 

“aesthetically it is not easy to 
integrate an interlocking door into a 
luxury store. in this case, we were able 
to integrate it into rather unconven-
tional surroundings.”

after the installation of the inter-
locking door, antoine has had great  
reactions from both customers and 
the ten employees working in the shop. 

“For me it is very important to keep 
the employees safe at work. Securing 
goods, employees and customers was 
the basis of my approach,” he adds.

it was not only pricing, quality, 
service and insurance reasons that 
made antoine choose gunnebo as a 
partner. another aspect was that this 
partnership allowed him to work with 
a single partner for his security needs. 
gunnebo can provide solutions where 
electronic security is integrated with 
physical protection and that is hard to 
find in competitors’ offerings, accord-
ing to antoine.  

“electronic security is an important 
part of the solution and to have it 
integrated by the same provider has 
made my life a lot easier. in the future 
we expect continued good service and 
new security offerings from gunnebo,” 
he says.   ■

teXt  I aurelia gilbert, Linda gårdlöv

Security With
a Luxury Feel

robberies in jewellery and luxury 
watch stores have more than doubled 
in France over the past three years. one 
of the reasons is the soaring price of 
gold; the profession is obliged to equip 
themselves with sophisticated security 
solutions to withstand attacks that 
are occuring more frequently, more 
violently and faster, solutions that 
also match the insurance companies’ 

demands. gunnebo has recognition as 
an expert when it comes to securing 
people, assets and goods and has been 
a privileged partner to this profession 
for many years. as a manufacturer, 
installer and provider of maintenance 
services, gunnebo offers security solu-
tions tailor-made in accordance with 
the standards and classes required by 
the insurance companies.

antoine De Macedo 
watchmaker 

 �  Luxury vintage 
and new watches 
and clocks; rolex, 
cartier patek 
philippe, chopard.
 �  Founded in 2000.
 �  Four shops in paris, 
one including a 
restoration work-
shop for vintage 
luxury watches.

taiLor-MaDe SoLutioNS coMbat burgLarS iN FraNce
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gunnebo is a global leader in security 
products, services and solutions with an 
offering covering cash handling, safes 
and vaults, entrance security and 
electronic security for banks, retail, cit, 
mass transit, public & commercial 
buildings and industrial & high-risk 
sites. the group has an annual turnover 
of €610 million, employs 5,600 people 
and has sales companies in 33 countries 
across eMea, asia-pacific and the 
americas as well as channel partners on 
over 100 additional markets.
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Moving up the value chain for Gunnebo, in general terms 
means making the transition from a product supplier to 
a solutions provider.

VISIT US ONLINE
auStraLia, New ZeaLaND 
www.gunnebo.com.au
auStria 
www.gunnebo.at
beLgiuM, LuxeMbourg 
www.gunnebo.be
braZiL
www.gunnebo.com.br
caNaDa 
www.gunnebo.ca
chiNa 
www.gunnebo.cn
cZech repubLic 
www.gunnebo.cz
DeNMarK 
www.gunnebo.dk

FiNLaND 
www.gunnebo.fi 
FraNce 
www.gunnebo.fr 
gerMaNy 
www.gunnebo.de
huNgary 
www.gunnebo.hu
iNDia 
www.gunnebo.in
iNDoNeSia 
www.gunnebo.com/id  
itaLy 
www.gunnebo.it 
MaLaySia
www.gunnebo.com.my

Mexico
www.gunnebo.com
MiDDLe eaSt 
www.gunnebo.ae 
NetherLaNDS 
www.gunnebo.nl 
Norway 
www.gunnebo.no 
poLaND 
www.gunnebo.pl 
portugaL 
www.gunnebo.pt 
SiNgapore, vietNaM 
www.gunnebo.sg
South aFrica 
www.gunnebo.co.za

SpaiN 
www.gunnebo.es
SweDeN 
www.gunnebo.se
SwitZerLaND 
www.gunnebo.ch 
uK/ireLaND 
www.gunnebo.co.uk
uSa 
www.gunnebo.us

other markets: 
www.gunnebo.com 

Per Borgvall, President and CEO, Gunnebo
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G unnebo called this concept/product Speedstile 
and it quickly became an iconic product in the 
entrance control world, making gunnebo the 

market leader. 
time moved on and by 2012 although gunnebo was still 

highly successful with its SpeedStiles and maintained its 
leader position, it was time to shake the market again.

having studied the market trends and looked at market 
opportunities, gunnebo identified the following key re-
quirements when developing the new products:

what was meant to be a refreshment ended up in mas-
sively widening the SpeedStile range providing gunnebo 
with the complete Speedgate offering, ticking all boxes and 
again introducing revolutionary concepts. 

the new SpeedStile range was born with greater focus 
on improved accessibility and flexibility and is currently 
being introduced to the market place.

A second dimension
with the offering almost doubling, the company decided 
to re-organise the range in order to help people select the 
right product for the right application. 

the range is therefore organised based on the type of 
panel and movement offered, with Flaps (FL), bi-parting 
(bp) and Full panels (Fp), each of them offering specific 

teXt  I  Mats ekendahl

Shaping The  
Future of Security

In the late 1990’s Gunnebo launched a revolutionary 
concept of entrance control gates providing electronic 
detection and contactless passage technology. 
    at the time, the company also changed the market by 
introducing a modern design in this new range, where 
customers were able to match the gate finishes to 
blend into the environment. this was a visionary move 
towards future expectations. 

T o be prosperous in the security industry it is vital with crea-
tive and effective research and development (r&D).

a successful company needs to constantly improve exist-
ing products and also to create new products and solutions. these 
have to be state-of-the-art technology, user friendly, reliable, secure, 
cost effective, and much more. 

the r&D-work to design and manufacture products is an on-
going process within the gunnebo organisation, mainly driven by 
the customers demands.

”the customers are expecting to get – and willing to pay – what 
they really need, not less, not more. this really forces us to under-
stand, and sometimes help the customer defining, what the needs 
are, and to focus on the strict necessary part, in the most efficient 
way,”, says Myriam bevillon, operations r&D Market Support 
center Director at gunnebo.

the theme  for this issue of global magazine is Security that 
Makes a Difference, and on following pages you will get to know 
more about the ideas and processes of gunnebo creating new 
outstanding security solutions – both globally and locally.

  

Entrance Se curity
Customisati on Made Easie r

 �aesthetic refreshment
 �New materials and finishes
 �Modularity in build to allow for size flexibility
 �Maximum transparency – Structural glass
 �Security combined with safety
 �Small foot print

advantages in terms of footprint, security, safety, 
speed of throughput … to match different market 
requirements.

a second dimension has also been introduced 
to specify the level of possible customisation and 
positioning with the complete range. the Speed-
Stile range starts with the basic Models (ba), 
followed by the evolution Models (ev) offering a 
wider range of customisation options with the 
exclusive DS series at the top of the scale offering 
endless customisation options.

 
Exclusive DS series
gunnebo introduced the exclusive DS series al-
lowing for endless customisation and specifically 
designed to appeal to the most demanding archi-

tect and interior Designers.the company wanted 
to find an alternative finish to the stainless steel 
that was prevalent on most gates on the market 
and to offer the possibility for architects and 
interior designers to easily integrate the gate in 
their designs.

 
Material of high quality
For the finishes gunnebo has chosen architects 
and Designers preferred materials namely:  
corian Dupont, treSpa, 3M Di-Noc Film.

the chosen materials offer the following 
benefits:

 �ease of interchangeable finishes and graphics
 �global manufacturing material availability
 �consistency in quality

 �Material sustainability
 �global and Local support from providers
 �Limited environmental impact

50,000 gates installed worldwide
with these new products gunnebo reinforces 
its leadership position and once again offers the 
widest and most innovative range of entrance 
control solutions. 

gunnebo’s SpeedStile success story to date: 
 �50,000 gates installed worldwide 
 �90 million people processed daily
 �worldwide references in the most iconic  
buildings     ■

The customers are expecting to get 
– and willing to pay – what they 
really need, not less, not more. 

teXt  I emma Sheldon
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the strategy of Gunnebo is to constantly 
improve existing products and to create 
new solutions to fulfil market require-
ments in the most efficient way. 

T he gunnebo group has gathered the 
resources for research and development, 
and also appointed a r&D Manager. 

”this is a strong signal to show the impor-
tance of r&D, and the wish to focus even 
more on this field,” says Myriam bevillon, 
operations r&D Market Support center Director 
at gunnebo.

 one way to achieve constant improve-
ments is to merge teams, enhance exchange 
of best practice, share expertise, and create 

more opportunities for the different r&D 
teams to work together. we also need to 
develop the right skills and competence as 
this is a key success factor in research and 
development. 

one of our main challenges is to develop 
global products and solutions that can acco-
modate local requirements, because in prac-
tice this is not easy, due to different habits, 
process and local legislation.

”we do have global solutions sold every-
where, such as the Safecash r bank note re-
cycling deposit , the Safestore auto robotized 
safe deposit lockers, the gSL1000 electronic 
lock. For some other products, we are trying to 
develop platforms, from which we can make 
local adaptations”, says Myriam bevillon.”

”on the other hand, we are also developing 

dedicated products for specific market.” 
updating and upgrading our products is 

also necessary. this is done by systematic 
engineering work and suggestions for im-
provements coming from the people involved 
in installation or service, etcetera.

”the lifecycles of the security products tend 
to be shorter, especially for high technologies 
and software based solutions, which means 
that we need to renew and update more 
frequently.” says Myriam bevillon.

competition is another emulating factor; 
when competitors are launching something 
clever, gunnebo should be able to learn from 
it and implement even better added functions 
– this is a permanent race!

one way to succeed with that, and to get 
creativeness, is to gather all key experts inter-
nally, and externally, to come up with the best 
possible solution. always for the customers.

”they are our main driver. Now the custom-
ers is expecting to get, and willing to pay, 
what they NeeD, not less, not more.”

Legislation changes are also important 
drivers. gunnebo propose solutions to comply 
with legislations, like when new cit decrees 
went out in various countries.   ■
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Possible Future Development
 �gunnebo will use the ”technologi-
cal trends” like: why not checking 
the status of your security product 
through your smart phone? why 
not being able to check what solu-
tions are available through your 
ipad? why not receiving an alarm 
on your phone if something goes 
wrong? 

 �New tactile tools, high speed con-
nections, all those things have 
changed the habits of gunnebo 
in a very short time, but they cer-
tainly feel natural. 
 �the facts that banks are going 
towards more service, and direct 
customer focus, and in many 
places they are outsourcing cash 
management, leads also gunnebo 
towards different new solutions.

 �For ongoing major changes in 
the banking area – expanding or 
downsizing – gunnebo will accom-
pany, and some solutions have 
been installed in many different 
countries thanks to this turmoil.
 �terrorism is also a concern, which 
makes security reinforced in areas 
like transport, and all main public 
areas. 

 �explosion risks have grown over 
the last years, as well as shooting 
risks, which means that gunnebo 
need to cover thoses risks, on top 
of the intrusion.
 �the environmental concern is also 
growing, which makes gunnebo 
developing solutions which are 
environmental friendly.

Developing Creative Solutions  

teXt  I Mats ekendahl

TesTing products during the r&D process.

High-Performance Doors  
Offer Dual Protection 

D eveloped to protect people, build-
ings and property by supplying 
sites, their staff and their custom-

ers with maximum security, the Magtek 
aluminum range offers high-performance 
doors, windows and partitions providing 
physical protection to withstand manual 
attacks and burglary.

the standard environment in europe has 
been evolving since end of 2011 placing the 
eN 1627 standard as the main reference for 
the european countries. after its single-leaf 
doors, gunnebo has completed the alu-
minum range with a double-leaves doors, 
all tested and certified by independent or-
ganizations and laboratories in accordance 
with european standards and regulations, 
up to rc5 (see note) level.

the new double-leaves doors are made 
up of solid, glazed or partially-glazed infill, 
offering elegant appearance and versatility 
with Magtek doors being the best solution 
for protecting public administration build-
ings, banks, cits, retail sites and embassies. 

the technical functions have also been 
improved. a wide offering of sizes and 
accessories, such as a new locking system 
with an emergency opening feature and an 
automatic relocking for the rc3 and rc4 
levels solid doors. in addition, these doors 
can be provided with combined resistanc-
es such as ballistic resistance with manual 
attack protection.

with the double-leaves doors, gunnebo 
offers the widest aluminum range includ-
ing doors, partitions and windows to fit 
the most specialist request on the market 
today.   ■

renowned for their high level of security, quality of resistance, design and 
performance, the Gunnebo security range of doors are now enhanced with 
a new elegant aluminium double-leaf doors.

Note: a door’s burglary resistance (door frame 
and door leaf) is determined according to eN1627 
standard, which tests all the sensitive points of 
the structure. the protection against break-in is 
classified from rc1 to rc6 (rc=resistance class): 

 �rc3: the thief tries to force entry using an addi-
tional screw driver and a lever.
 �  rc4: the experienced thief uses, in addition, 
saws, hammers, an axe, chisels and portable 
battery-powered drills.

 �  rc5: the experienced thief, besides electric tools, 
uses, for example, drills, vibrating and radial saws 
with a maximum disc diameter of 125mm.
 �  the new features have been added to the lev-
els rc3 and rc4.

teXt  I  amel Loukal

inCReDiBLe sOURCe. to 
handle the development 
work within a company 
context with geographi-
cal distances and cultural 
differencies, gunnebo 
has created a very strong 
r&D network, with peo-
ple knowing and trusting 
each other: ”i have 
always seen cultural dif-
ferencies as an incredible 
asset and wealth. people 
with different origin or 
minds come with dif-
ferent ideas, and if  well 
shared, it gives us an 
incredible source for 
inno vation,” says 
Myriam bevillon. 
photo: régis bevillon
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according to the Civil aviation authority, the number of airline passen-
gers is expected to rise by 5 per cent in the coming years. the operator 
of Hamburg airport is already preparing for this with the expansion and 
modernisation of the central security checkpoint at terminal 2. 

T he installation at hamburg international airport terminal 2 comprised of 
two single automated boarding gates – boardSec. the use of gunnebo’s 
automated boarding gates optimises the flow of passengers and provides 

security at the highest level. 
the ceo of hamburg airport, Michael eggenschwiler has hailed the project 

a “complete success”. 
“the new ‘Fast Lane’ in terminal 2 with gunnebo’s boarding gate work-

ing in conjunction with automated board card control Systems accelerates 
processes at checkpoints and contributes to faster and more convenient 
management of the 19,000 passengers that pass through the airport to the 
departure gate each day,” says Michael.

passengers using gunnebo’s boardSec simply scan their boarding card and 
the it system checks validity and compliance with the flight database (the 
airport cute system). annoying waiting times are minimised and airport staff 
can be used more effectively elsewhere.

gunnebo germany secured the business by offering an attractive package 
including the gates, installation and maintenance.

both single boarding gates will be extended with another extension lane 
by the end of this year. two additional double lanes will be installed in 2014. 
biometric recognition systems can be integrated if required.

“access control remains a key element in the security design of airports,” 
explains albert Schürstedt, head of building & infrastructure gunnebo 
germany”.

the oldest airport in germany is ready for the challenges of tomorrow.   ■

Airline Passengers  
Enter the Fast Lane

teXt  I emma Sheldon
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 O’Marché Frais is part of a French retail 
group created in 1984, which runs 20 
stores across the Paris area. Since 2010, 
the company has been operating SafePay™ 
solutions in all of its major outlets.

“We opted for the SafePay system 
because of its ergonomics and user-friend-
liness,” says Guillaume Charpentier, 
Director of It Systems, O’Marché Frais.

G uillaume charpentier says “in our field 
of activity, cash transactions remain 
very prominent (25% of total volume). 

it was therefore critical to suppress physical 
cash handling operations within our stores for 
five main reasons.”:

 �eliminating cash differences
 �Freeing up time for cashiers (more effective 

working time without start-of-day and back-
office routines)

 �automatic authentication of banknotes 

 �Facilitating check-out transactions by opti-
mising the availability of cashiers, especially 
at peak times

 �Making stores more secure – a major issue 
after a number of attacks which traumatised 
both personnel and customers

the implementation of an automated cash 
handling systems was intended to address 
these issues and act to dissuade criminals – 
precisely what Safepay is designed to do.

“Extensive solution answering our needs”
o’Marché Frais opted for the Safepay system 
because of its ergonomics and user-friendliness.

“compared to competitors, this made a real 
difference: integration took place without hav-

ing to alter our check-out counters. the Safepay 
note deposit module in particular seemed very 
practical to us as it was possible to slip it under 
the counter to enable the cashier to feed in the 
notes. this solution also afforded a higher level 
of security than any other,” explains guillaume 
charpentier.

 all of the stores had already been equipped 
with Fichet-bauche safes – a gunnebo brand – 
and o’Marché Frais were very satisfied with the 
quality of these products and related services.

Three years of positive results
initially 16 devices installed in the first store. 
results lived up to expectations and the next 
year, seven other stores were equipped – in-
cluding brétigny-sur-orge, which now has 24 
stations. a total of 139 Safepay products for 
the whole group.

“During implementation, the gunnebo 

Simplified Cash Handling for 
Improved Customer Service

France team was very much on-site and pro active. a 
custom interface with our poS software was cre-
ated. today our gunnebo project Manager provides 
follow-up for the new installations and also helps us 
to optimise processes,” adds guillaume charpentier.

the staff at o’Marché Frais are 
pleased since the cash handling 
processes have been enormously 
simplified. this has eliminated 
most customer complaints and 
allows them really to focus on 
welcoming shoppers. it is also 
an undeniable asset to lift the 
everyday stress related to poten-
tial attacks.

Satisfied customers
customers also find making 
cash-only payments or combined cash with other 
mean of payment much simpler.

“after a period of adaptation and legitimate hesi-
tation, they’ve now adopted this solution and trust 
its ability to give them accurate change. Moreover, 
this solution gives them a sense of increased se-
curity when they visit the store,” states guillaume 
charpentier.

in most cases, the retail group equips the whole 
check-out line in order to have only one cash-
handling process to manage – which makes opera-
tions simpler and therefore saves money. gunnebo 
has also integrated a ctu transfer safe in the 
back-office.

“this completely removes the need for any manu-
al handling of cash. today, even 
the cit people take the cash 
directly from the safe without 
actually touching it.”

A long-term partnership
beyond the development of 
stores, the next step will be to implement a centrali-
sed monitoring tool, cashcontrol, for the it division. 
the objective is to provide a real-time overview of 
the cash coming in and out for each store and for 
the whole group – while enhancing control proce-
dures at a central accounting level.

“in the long run, the final aim is to be able to 
credit accounts directly to the bank right after pick-
up from the store – even before the cit company 
tour (“credit file”)!”says guillaume charpentier.   ■

nO mORe aTTaCks. Ms. catherine Fernandes, at the bré-
tigny-sur-orge store of the French retail group, o’Marché Frais, is 
in charge of implementation of Safepay in coordination with the 
it division. She says: “ever since Safepay was implemented, our 
stores have not experienced a single attack – even those located 
in so-called sensitive areas.”  photo: Marché o Frais

...integration took 
place without  
having to alter our 

check-out counters...

teXt  I  Laurence Delecroix
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the retail sector wants to welcome its customers with open 
arms. entrances should feel inviting and be a pleasure to walk 
through. Maxi Ica Stormarknad Partille Sweden, decided to 
let SpeedStiles from Gunnebo deal with that delicate task.

T homas Strindeborn owns the supermarket but also works 
in other retail companies.

“So i had seen gunnebo’s access solution in other retail 
stores. it’s not only attractive and inviting, it also conveys an 
impression of being secure,” he says.  

even though the modern design and feeling of openness was 
appealing, an entrance solution also needs to prevent shoplifters 
from exiting via the entrance. 

“we’d been having trouble with shoplifting, but we couldn’t 
just close the shop. what we wanted was a more secure solution 
that still allowed high accessibility. gunnebo SpeedStiles were the 

natural choice as they met both 
requirements,” says Strindeborn.

the new gates also have a 
smaller footprint than the previ-
ous ones. customers used to have 
quite a long way to go to enter 
the supermarket, through two 
revolving gates. the new solution 
makes getting in far easier, and the 
store’s external appearance has 
also been given a boost. the sight 
of the relatively high SpeedStiles 
may also act as more of a deterrent 
to shoplifters and thieves than the 
old, lower gates. 

thomas Strindeborn is happy 
with his new SpeedStiles, both 
because of the higher accessibility 
and the crime-prevention features.

“i’m delighted with all the tech-
nical and aesthetic aspects, and it’s 
all working smoothly. gunnebo’s 
salespeople and service engineers 
are also very easy to work with,” 
he says.

the word has spread, and other traders and interested par-
ties have come to check out the supermarket’s SpeedStiles from 
gunnebo.

“everyone who looks at it loves it. it may not be the cheapest 
solution, but it really is superb!” thomas Strindeborn concludes.   ■

Open To Customers – But Closed To Thieves

teXt  I Mats ekendahl

Space-saving  
Solution For  
Retail

Per Geijer is Head of 
Security at the Swed-
ish Federation of trade. 
Here are his views on 
store entrances and access solutions 
now and in the future.

“when investing in a secure solution 
for entrances, retailers can’t just think 
about warding off thieves and shop-
lifters, they also need something that 
makes it easy for customers to get in. 
visitors must feel welcome, prams and 
wheelchairs need easy access. this is 
why many retailers prefer a solution 

that’s as open and inviting as possi-
ble. this in turn means that some are 
dubious about excessively large – and 
perhaps high-tech and extremely se-
cure – entrance gates. when it comes 
to speedgates, the main interest is from 
larger stores with very large entrances. 
Smaller stores are often happy with 
simple gates that swing aside on entry, 
and this is often adequate as most 
people feel it’s wrong to go against the 
flow – and if they do, they generally tend 
to get noticed. but if the entrance is 
not in plain sight from the checkout, for 
example, a technically more advanced 

“Customers open the gates with their receipt”

WeLCOming TO 
CUsTOmeRs.
SpeedStiles provide 
an open, inviting 
entrance solution 
while also making 
life difficult for 
would-be thieves.

photo: Åsa tjörngren

Hemköp Skanstull is a supermarket located at an entrance to the 
Stockholm metro. It is a busy place, and the shop entrance is not 
visible from the checkouts.

“theft protection is vital, so we installed a SpeedStile with 
a security gate from Gunnebo,” says Fredrik Camitz, Store 
Manager.

T he design is neutral, a steel-grey frame with chequered panels 
in brushed aluminium. the entrance gates convey an elegant 
impression, while also effectively 

blocking thieves and shoplifters. this is 
aided by the 180 cm high glass panels – it 
is not easy to lift items over them.

“we’ve had our SpeedStile a relatively 
short time but we do seem to have re-
duced theft and shrinkage. i believe that 
mentally, it’s far worse to try to go the 
wrong way through a SpeedStile than it is 
through the old swing gates we used to 
have,” says Fredrik camitz.

he is also pleased that the new access 
solution is space-efficient, especially as the 
installation area was limited.

“the installation has actually freed up 
space by the entrance, and that’s great as 
it’s an excellent sales area which we obvi-
ously want to maximise.”

Since the installation, gunnebo’s en-
gineers have fine-tuned the gates. it is 
important that they are open for long 
enough.

“initially they were a bit too slow to 
close so we wanted to speed them up. 
they’ll soon be running optimally,” Fredrik 
explains.

hemköp Skanstull has not had a single operational stoppage since 
they started using SpeedStile. 

“it’s a very operationally reliable construction.” 
Fredrik camitz chose gunnebo as the supplier after seeing SpeedStile 

access solutions at two other hemköp stores in Stockholm.   ■

gate that’s harder to pass through might 
be more appropriate. especially if the 
store has no personnel just inside the 
entrance, which is often desirable as an 
early encounter with the customer and 
good service generate sales.

whichever solution is chosen, it has 
to be operationally reliable. the gates 
mustn’t lock closed so customers are 
kept out, and they mustn’t lock open 
either as then people will really be 
tempted to try their luck.     

generally speaking, there are very 
few retailers who are interested in the 
most technically advanced security 

gates. they’re not looking for futuristic 
solutions as they have a traditional 
approach, and as previously mentioned 
they certainly don’t want operat-
ing problems disrupting the flow of 
customers.

Discussions are however under way 
about more modern solutions in the 
future, with minimum checkouts and 
customers self-scanning their items and 
paying by card. once customers have 
paid for their goods they open the gates 
with their receipt.  Needless to say this 
calls for a closed entrance and exit solu-
tion.”   ■

teXt  I Mats ekendahl

Thomas Strindeborn.
Fredrik Camitz.
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Who is Björn Eriksson?

Background:  head of Swedish customs 
and the Swedish coast guard, National 
police commissioner, president of inter-
pol, Östergötland county governor, 
board Member of gunnebo ab, chief 
investigator on sports-related crime for 
the Swedish government.

Current assignments in the security sector: 
chairman of the board of Swedish  
industry organisation for security, secu-
rity advisor for Saab Security, chairman 
of security company brM’s advisory 
board, consultant for bya (a commission 
for training and health & safety in the 
security sector), and board Member of 
the Swedish Sports confederation with 
responsibility for security issues. 

The security expert on entrance solutions for
high risk sites and arenas:

the key is an interaction between people and technology, and that very co-oper-
ation between, say, electronic solutions and flesh and blood people is increasing. 

people will always be needed to switch on, check, maintain and switch off the security 
systems. So gunnebo’s entrance security solutions, for instance, will always be important 
since people need to be able to enter and leave places via different entrances and exits 
safely and efficiently. having a single security guard won’t be the way of the future.

intensive work on logistics and security is under way when it comes to getting people 
in and out of major events, for example. one area is finding technical methods that can 
be used in different countries to control who gets in. Solutions include iris scanning, 
personal tickets and face recognition cameras. above all the connection between the 
person and the ticket will increase. emptying an arena quickly and safely is another area 
that’s in focus.

Globalisation Creates Greater Vulnerability

B jörn eriksson says that the security indus-
try has increasingly taken over the tasks 
of the police, and consequently the secu-

rity industry is growing. Meanwhile the sector’s 
focus is changing, and the players involved have 
changed their offering somewhat in recent years. 
For example, risk analyses have been added to 
the product portfolio. 

“companies like gunnebo have gone from 
selling individual products like safes to of-
fering sophisticated total solutions involving 
hardware and software in areas such as access 
control and cash handling. the level of refine-
ment has also increased, which in turn calls for 
higher expertise among personnel and greater 
specialisation in different product areas,” says 
eriksson.

in the future, communities around the 
world will generally be more complex, in-
creasing the threats and risks to people and 
property alike.

“greater mobility for people and technology 
go hand in hand with increasing globalisa-
tion. on the one hand this makes society 
better and more efficient, but it also makes 
it more exposed and vulnerable,” eriksson 
explains. 

consequently the number of specialist 
companies is rising, partly because the 
internal and external security require-
ments of listed companies are increasing. 

teXt  I Mats ekendahl

as mentioned above, this decreases the public 
sector’s monopoly on security measures, which 
benefits the security industry.

eriksson does not believe that people can 
be factored out of the equation in all security 
systems, even though the degree of technology 
in those systems is increasing all the time. how-
ever, people do now have new roles in their jobs. 

“the importance of gathering information 
to keep security high is increasing all the time, 
and this calls for people who can analyse data 
and knowledge as the complexity of security 
systems rises.”

however strong a protective shield, there is 
always someone with enough of a motive to 
break it or circumvent it.

“a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, 
and it’s in the interest of both the attacking and 
the defending side to find that weak point and 
exploit it for their own ends. in the military they 
talk about strategy and counterstrategy, a battle 
of minds,” says eriksson.

in the future he believes that measures such 
as security patrols will be increasingly replaced 
by people plus new technology in the form of 
cameras which are used in real time.

“the cost of new security is falling in rela-
tion to payroll costs, and because people aren’t 
getting any cheaper, technology acquisition is 
speeding up.”

and of course new factors are constantly 
being added, such as the internet with social 
media, which means that communication in real 
time is not hindered by borders. 

“Fraud could become more refined, and 
criminals in one country can use the internet to 
quickly agree on a crime in a completely different 
country. at the same time though, people who 
witness a crime can easily photograph or film 
evidence on their mobile phones, so the progress 
works both ways.”  ■

Björn eriksson – Sweden’s former National Police Commissioner 
– has a long career in security-related fields. Global interviewed 
him about the security sector now and in the future.  

“One trend is that the cost of new security technology is fall-
ing in relation to payroll costs, and because people aren’t getting 
any cheaper, technology acquisition is speeding up, even though 
people can’t be left out completely,” he says.

Security industry more important in an increasingly complex society

 The importance of 
gathering information 
to keep security high is 
increasing all the time 

The security expert on cash handling:
the view of society is that credit and debit cards reduce the 
risk of robbery, that payments are more secure when done 

electronically. but the real reason behind that approach is that the 
banks can’t deal with all the cash. More cards obviously also means 
more card fraud – and that happens a lot more online than cash-re-
lated crimes in stores. and then there are of course people who still want to have cash as 
an option, perhaps to make their transactions untraceable so that outside parties don’t 
contact them with financial offers. one of gunnebo’s core businesses is protecting cash 
handling so that cash remains a viable option. personally i don’t think that niche is going 
anywhere; cash is here to stay. and if cards were the only option, banks could raise card 
fees. So all in all i don’t think you can simply say that one method’s better than the other; 
different problems call for different methods of handling cash.
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a banknote change in a big union like the eu 
is a major change for both states, the central 
banks, banks, shops and companies that 
manufacture systems for cash. New notes 
will come into circulation on 23 September 
2014, thus giving enough time for all parties 
to prepare for a smooth introduction. 

T he first banknote in the new series, the 
€5, came into circulation on 2 May 2013 
and the new €10 note, the specifications 

for which were released at the beginning of 
January, will come into circulation on 23 Septem-
ber 2014. 

 “it can be challenging updating both the 
hardware and software for legacy systems,” 
says Jorge rami Duesca, global product Man-

ager Services at gunnebo. 
the new design incorporates advances in 

banknote technology, making the note more 
resistant to counterfeiting. the new more dura-
ble notes have a protective coating and several 
new and enhanced security features. the new 
euro banknotes will be very easy to check manu-
ally and visually, using the “feel, look and smell” 
method. in addition to the portrait of europa in 
the hologram and the watermark, the notes in-
clude an emerald number, which changes colour 
from emerald green to deep blue when tilted. 

Reduced impact on environment

as the new banknotes are more durable they will 
need to be replaced less frequently, thus lower-
ing costs and reducing the impact on the envi-
ronment. over time, the eurosystem will gradu-
ally upgrade all the euro banknotes in ascending 

order. at the euro cash acad-
emy on the european central 
bank ś (ecb) website you can 

learn more about euro 
banknotes and 

their 

security features. the eurosystem is taking steps 
to support the adaptation of cash-handling 
machines and authentication devices by the 
September launch date. owners of such equip-
ment are advised to contact their suppliers or 
manufacturers as soon as possible in order to get 
ready for the new €10 note. 

Adaption to the new bills

the central banks of the eurozone have contact-
ed banknote equipment manufacturers (beM), 
banks and retailers, who either produce or use 
handling and authentication devices, offering to 
help them adapt their machines to the new €10. 

gunnebo, certified by the european central 
bank as a manufacturer of cash handling equip-
ment, offers an upgrade and retrofitting service 
to customers who want to minimise disruption 
to their business and ensure a seamless transi-
tion to the new banknotes.

”we offer a complete turnkey solution to 
upgrade the note validators according to ecb 
specifications. the solution includes the re-
quired hardware and firmware upgrade for the 
new note compatibility, providing a new war-
ranty period for the changed parts. the upgrade 

ahead of the biggest Swedish banknote changeover in modern times, the Swedish Central 
Bank, riksbanken, has turned to security companies specialising in cash handling for help.
During the process, the companies have been asked to give their opinion on the new bank-
notes’ and coins’ design and function. 

G unnebo is one of the external compa-
nies the riksbank has chosen to work 
with. 

“we have good contact with the riksbank 
and are honoured to be involved in such an early 
stage of producing new banknotes,” says Frank 
engqvist, product Manager cash handling at 
gunnebo.  gunnebo and a few selected cash 

handling companies in the bank and sorting seg-
ment are working in tandem with the riksbank to 
produce the new coins and banknotes.

when new banknotes are issued, cash han-
dling machines are adapted to deal with the new 
notes, which will be of a different size and fea-
ture different security details.

“we were granted access to the first embossed 

coins for internal testing back in early 2013. in 
November 2012, we tested the “functional 
proofs” – unprinted notes – where only the size 
of the paper was to specification and where the 
security features you cannot see are tested. after 
this, the riksbank adjusted certain functions. in 
September 2013 we received the first pre-printed 
banknotes for testing and with security improve-
ments made as a result of our observations in the 
first test. in april 2014, we get the final notes,” 
says Frank engqvist.

New 20, 50, 200 and 1,000 kronor notes will 
be introduced in Sweden in october 2015, while 
new 100 and 500 kronor notes and 1, 2 and 5 
kronor coins will come out in october 2016.   ■

the note and coin exchange in Sweden
 �riksbanken, the Swedish central bank, has 
decided on the coin and note denominations and 
has settled on a design. prototypes, known as 
substrates, are being developed. 
 � in the first stage, tests could be made with 
unembossed coins where the alloy, size and 
weight could be tested. 
 �the notes are completely white for the first testing 
phase and  bear only a serial number and ir-Secu-
rity. it is the size and security features, such as the 
position of infrared signatures, and the ultraviolet 
resistance of the note paper, that are being tested. 
the tests are carried out partly by external parties.
 �once adjustments have been made following 
the initial round of testing, it will be time to test 
embossed coins and printed banknotes. 
 �the notes will have to be tested to check that the 
set infrared signatures work as specified after 
printing, and that white light can be used to read 
visible ink, as well as uv signatures and their 
durability.

New Banknotes Will Improve Security 

teXt  I Malin Serrander

teXt  I Malin Serrander

solution is designed to minimise the interven-
tions required in the future for the new note 
introduction in the europa series for the forth-
coming years, since only new firmware updates 

will be required,” says Jorge.
the upgrades will be implemented before the 

new notes are unveiled to the market, ensuring 
the continuous compatibility of gunnebo’s cash 

handling solutions. 
all the interventions will be carried out by 

certified technicians of gunnebo.   ■

 photo: © european central bank

sWeDisH saFeTY. 
New 20, 50, 200 and 

1,000 kronor notes will 
be introduced in Sweden 

in october 2015, while new 
100 and 500 kronor notes will 
come out in october 2016.

OLD anD neW. to start with, the older banknotes will remain 
in together with the new notes. the older ones will then 
become invalid. the european central bank will announce the 
date that they are to become invalid well in advance. the older 
banknotes can always be exchanged by one of the central 
banks in the euro area. 

Security Features a Joint Effort
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From a vision to revolutionize the experience 
of bread, Lagkagehuset was founded in 2008 
as a merger between Skallebæk bakery and 
Lagkagehuset. Since then, the concept has 
grown bigger and bigger, and today, the chain 
consists of 30 stores spread out across Denmark. 
Currently, eleven of the stores have SafePay tM 
installed – and there are plans for more.

L agkagekagehuset was in the market for 
cash handling systems. after thorough in-
vestigations gunnebo’s solution closed cash 

handling solution, Safepay, was chosen.
“with gunnebo, the possibility to optimise 

return of investments was obvious. at the same 
time, the process of installation and the subse-
quent staff training seemed like a feasible invest-
ment. additionally, the design of Safepay suits 
Lagkagehusets concept and its interior perfectly,” 
says peter bruun, ceo Lagkagehuset. 

peter also says that the cooperation between 

suppliers and Lagkagehuset has been excellent.
“the installers have had a good sense of how 

to integrate the system on-site. and we are per-
fectly satisfied with the result,” peter concludes.

Mette Kjærgaard, store manager at Lagkage-
huset, Ny Østergade, copenhagen city: ”with 
Safepay, we are no longer attractive to robbers 
and thieves.” 

Safepay with its completely closed cash han-
dling system, makes it impossible for staff to 

handle cash. change is provided in the little tray 
for customers to take themselves, and the rest of 
the money simultaneously goes into the deposit 
box.

“Safepay has made our staff feel more secure. 
with the system, our staff does not have to han-
dle money, and that is a huge plus as our business 
is foods. Furthermore, Safepay has the advantage 
that payment processes run more quickly and 
easily, which means more time for servicing  
customers,” adds Mette.   ■

teXt  I Janne pedersen 

No Compromise On Design
POLanD  a financial institution’s reputation and profita-

bility are based on how well it proves to customers that 

it is serious about protecting their assets and invest-

ments. So for Meritum bank’s new polish headquarters 

in gdańsk, architects chose four lines of SpeedStile FL.

“the fast-moving glass wings offered the level of 

security and fast throughput that was required without 

compromising on design,” explained tomasz Krulak, 

Manager entrance control for gunnebo eastern europe.

inDia  the association of business commu-

nicators in india (abci) has been recognising 

excellence in marketing publications for over 

50 years and this year it rewarded global with 

the prize for best e-zine.

Sandeep Deshpande, country Manager for 

gunnebo india, was in Mumbai to collect the 

bronze award which was judged by panel of 

24 experts. global was deemed to be one of 

the best e-zines both in terms of content and 

design.

entries for the abci awards are invited for 

32 categories in all covering print and digital 

media both in english and hindi. the e-zine 

category, a relatively new one, covers all 

magazines which are available online. 

sPain  in 2013, gunnebo managed the 
delivery of security doors for a series of toll 
booths in the catalonia region of Spain.  
    Following their installation, which has 
led to an improved level of protection for 
the toll booth operators, a new order has 
been received for a further 97 reinforced 
doors for highways at various locations 
across Spain.

Global Magazine Wins AwardA  C U STO M E R  M A G A Z I N E  F R O M  T H E  G U N N E B O  S E C U R I T Y  G R O U P        #1   2013

– strong demand from public transportation

ENTRANCE CONTROL

Total peace 
of mind with 
unique service

Feature

Supersized 
safe deposit 
lockers in Paris

Even the smallest 
items stay  
out of prison ...

3

6

14

A  C U STO M E R  M A G A Z I N E  F R O M  T H E  G U N N E B O  S E C U R I T Y  G R O U P      #2   2013

GUNNEBO TAKES 
RESPONSIBILITY

FOR SUSTAINABLE 
BUSINESS

Supplier to the 
Royal Household

Feature

Improved Surveillance

of Retail Network

State-of-the-Art
Hospital Security

15

 3

 12

Improving Highway 
Security

about LagKagehuSet
 �  a “lagkage” means a “layer cake”
 �  it consists of very soft pie bottoms with 
whipped cream of many flavours in between, 
topped with all kinds of icings depending on 
the kind of cake.
 �  it is a tradition to serve lagkage for birthdays.
 �  Lagkagehuset’s vision is to to offer their cus-
tomers an uncompromising experience.

Staff Feeling More Secure
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New Investor Relations Website Launched
gLOBaL  with a powerful onsite search engine and an intuitive navigation structure, users will be able to find 

the information they are looking for more easily than ever before.

the site serves the needs of shareholders, potential investors, financial analysts and journalists who require 

access to the group’s financial data, such as quarterly reports and annual reports, as well as details of investor 

events, such as annual general meetings and capital market days.

www.gunnebogroup.com 

Heavily Protected Oil Company
aZeRBaiJan  the State oil Fund of the republic of 

azerbaijan (SoFaZ) is relocating its headquarters to a 

new skyscraper – the SoFaZ tower – in baku. the two-

year project was completed at the end of the 2013 and 

gunnebo has supplied much of the security.

 the new tower is a registered “green building” for 

breeaM, the world’s longest established and most 

widely used method of assessing, rating and certifying 

the sustainability of buildings. it has photovoltaic pan-

els on its outside walls and an energy-efficient design.

 in terms of security, gunnebo has supplied a range 

of different products and systems to the new skyscrap-

er, including a blast-resistant vault door, blast-resistant 

garage gates and bulletproof doors and windows.

Dollar Financial Grows With Flexible Supplier
UniTeD kingDOm  Leading international financial ser-

vices company, Dollar Financial group, plans to build 

on its recent successes in europe by growing further 

on the continent and even into asia. its expansion 

plans are both ambitious and exciting.  gunnebo has 

been working with DFg for many years now, initially 

as the sole supplier of safes to one of its subsidiar-

ies in the uK, the Money Shop. but as DFg looks to 

expand, gunnebo have been there to help support the 

company’s growth.

 paul Stickley is DFg’s global Lead Key account 

Manager and co-ordinates with local Key account 

Managers in a number of other countries.

 “this works extremely well as we are able to en-

sure we cover virtually all client positions within each 

DFg business,” explains paul.

 DFg’s strategy is based on targeting existing 

similar businesses in a new country, acquiring them 

and moulding them into their business model. how-

ever, they also have plans to target new markets with 

brand new businesses, starting on a smaller scale at 

first to test the water.

 “DFg need and want suppliers who can react 

quickly, offer flexibility within their offerings and 

provide high-quality products,” adds paul, “and they 

see gunnebo as a valued travel companion on their 

journey to conquer new markets.”

DenmaRk  Shell’s petrol stations across Denmark 

will install the closed cash handling solution Safepay.  

Safepa is gunnebo’s solution for a controlled, secure 

and efficient cash handling process in retail stores. 

it makes stores safer, removes cash differences and 

reduces back office administration.

“Denmark is one of the most developed markets 

in the world when it comes to closed cash handling. 

this order cements our position as the leading suppli-

er of such solutions. we have been a trusted business 

partner to Shell for many years and i am extremely 

pleased with the continued trust and confidence 

that Shell shows gunnebo through this order,” says 

Morten andreasen, Svp region europe, Middle 

east & africa at gunnebo.

“we carried out a trial during 2013 with 

good results. this solution will help us to in-

crease the security and efficiency of our cash 

handling process,” says Maria beck-tange, 

retail Director for Shell Denmark. 

“our staff have reacted very positively to 

the initiative. this is an important milestone 

for Shell in terms of increasing security.”

Delivery will be during 2014 and the agree-

ment also includes service for a period of five 

years. 

Combatting  
Violent Robberies 
Usa  american banks have long been experiencing 

violent robberies using firearms, something which 

has recently been on the increase in certain states 

such as Florida and texas. to prevent such crimes, 

many banks have been installing interlocking doors 

from gunnebo fitted with a metal detector.  

   as a visitor enters the bank, the door to the 

outside closes behind them. the door to the inside 

then opens automatically provided a weapon is not 

detected. if a weapon is detected, both doors re-

main locked.

SHELL FORMS CASH
HANDLING PARTNERSHIP  

Important to Monitor Movement

You-sun Lee, manager 
of Corporate security 
at LiX nex1.

CaNarY ISLaNDS  Seguridad Integral Canaria (SIC) 

has become the first cash-in-transit company to 

invest in Gunnebo’s automated safe deposit locker 

solution, SafeStore Auto.

SIC is the largest CIT company operating on the 

Canary Islands with more than 5,000 employees and 

a 2012 turnover of €400 million.

Orlando Hernandez, Technical Manager at SIC 

explains the reason behind the investment: “We 

have been looking for a safe deposit locker solution 

for our VIP customers. We rejected many solutions 

in the past due to the amount of space they needed 

and the difficulty of building a grade VII vault.”

SafeStore Auto will solve the space problem and 

comply with security regulations. “Additionally we 

will have the option to offer our customer a 24/7 

service with more privacy and thereby create a 

Premium Service,” says Orlando Hernandez.

Solving space problems for CIT Company

POLanD governments and public service providers 

have a great responsibility to protect citizen data. but 

the sensitive nature of the information handled by 

public sector bodies often means that they are at higher 

risk than many private sector companies. if such data 

were to get into the wrong hands, or get lost or dam-

aged, the consequences are often serious.

in poland, one regional authority, the Marshal office 

of the Świętokrzyskie voivodeship, has run a project 

to improve the security of its it networks and create a 

more up-to-the-minute system of e-government.

within the project, funded by the european regional 

Development Fund, 84 local offices were fully mod-

ernised and equipped with Dataguard data safes from 

gunnebo.

as well as providing physical protection from burgla-

ry, the Dataguard safes are certified to protect digital 

media, such as DvDs, hard drives and back-up cassettes, 

from fire for up 

to two hours.

“we had only 

five weeks to 

deliver to all 84 

locations and we 

did it on time,” comments tomasz Derbich, Key account 

Manager for gunnebo poland. “we feel very satisfied 

with our efforts.”

Data Safes Protect Confidential Records

sOUTH kORea Lig Nex1 is a research and de-

velopment company and arms manufacturer 

from South Korea. 

“our aim is to have at least the same 

security level and philosophy as an interna-

tional airport,” says you-Sun Lee, Manager of 

corporate Security.

the South Korean government is Lig 

Nex1’s main client and puts a lot of pressure, 

for obvious reasons, on their suppliers for 

the maintenance of extremely high security 

standards. annual checks are carried out to 

ensure that these rigorous standards are met. 

two years ago the company built a new 

research and development centre and turned 

to gunnebo for an entrance security solution.

“we wanted the best, most efficient and 

reliable solution for entrance security in our 

lobby and in South Korea gunnebo has a 

good reputation when it comes to high-end 

solutions,” explains you-Sun Lee.

every day 1,500 people pass through the 

gates so it is essential that the entrance 

system works and gives Lig Nex1 the capa-

bility to check who is going where within the 

building.

“and it works! i am very impressed about 

the durability of gunnebo’s solution.  it is 

also very important for us to have physical 

security that allows us to monitor people’s 

movement within our facilities,” concludes 

you-Sun Lee.
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the feature for this global is Security that Makes a 

Difference. and that is what gunnebos research and 

development (r&D) aims for in the future.

a successful company needs to constantly im-

prove existing products and also to create new 

products and solutions. these have to be state-of-

the-art technology, user friendly, reliable, secure, 

cost effective. 

and when this is achieved, all kinds of customers 

will be able to secure their valuables and cash, stop 

unwanted trespassing and thieves, remote monitor-

ing their security data systems, and much more.

So, right developed security solutions really 

makes a difference. 

Security Really 
Makes a Difference

please note: the solutions and services 
gunnebo presents in this publication 
may vary from market to market.


